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INTRODUCTION
A successful SAP ERP project go-live
requires robust technology and the project
and business teams ready to hit the road
from the very first minute of operation.
A large scale ERP project typically has
multiple stakeholders with different levels of
responsibilities, making thorough cutover
planning
and
intelligence
gathering
challenging for project/ program managers.
These require competent management
during cutover planning and execution to
make well-timed data-driven decisions and
address potential issues.
In this paper, we discuss Infosys
Consulting’s best practices such as the
use of Smartsheet, and Microsoft Teams for
managing an effective go-live. We consider
examples, summarize key lessons, and
provide guidance for cutover leads who are
facing similar challenges.
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Helping a major manufacturing
client move from legacy SAP
ERP into S/4 HANA.
As the main systems integrator, Infosys Consulting has recently helped a
major manufacturing client in the Nordics to move from legacy SAP ERP into
S/4 HANA central finance and enterprise management landscape.

48 hours
Blackout window defined by
client management
sponsors, in which the
project team propelled the
business into a new S/4
HANA platform without
disturbing a single
mission-critical process.

The large transformation covered:
● Core business processes in 4
manufacturing sites
● Line organizations in 6 countries
● A central cutover plan accessed by
over 600 stakeholders
● 2300 tasks executed across various
cutover phases

Infosys Consulting introduced Smartsheet during the design phase with a set
of best practices including guidance and planning templates. The adoption
of these practices was swift and effective, as the project team realized its
benefits at once, making it the core of the cutover work. Later, Microsoft
Teams was introduced to enhance communication, especially during the golive weekend. With this approach, the cutover team could handle the entire
process efficiently despite challenges due to COVID-19. All project teams
and contributors worked 100% remotely from six different time zones.
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Centralized Cutover Plan –
SaaS vs. Traditional PMO Tools
To overcome cutover
challenges, Infosys
Consulting has developed a
set of cutover plan
templates and other
accelerators based on
SaaS solution Smartsheet, which reduces
cost and increases work
efficiency.

A well-organized cutover plan is the backbone of any
system go-live. Cutover teams usually deploy
traditional tools such as Microsoft Project and Excel
to gather tasks and then conduct walkthrough
meetings
to
align
activities,
timing
and
dependencies.

In this S/4 HANA program,
3 licensed users from the
PMO team including the
cutover lead use these
tools to coordinate work
with the client, business
and project organizations,
and personnel from over 80
surrounding
systems/vendors.

Some practical issues that the cutover team should
consider are:

All of these cutover
stakeholders can edit or
view the central plan, on a
laptop or mobile.
Eliminating file lock and
version management.

A remote working environment means in-person
walkthroughs are no longer possible. The cutover
lead needs to consider all possible alternatives to
meetings and maintain work efficiency at the same
time.

● Microsoft Project licenses for a large team and
its file-sharing format

● Excel template shared on platforms such as
SharePoint provides a good way to gather tasks
initially from individual teams, but once the
central cutover plan is published, it is
cumbersome to operate, especially when
multiple parties edit the plan simultaneously.

● Other problems include task owners created on
separate tabs to support drop-down choices,
however, it’s not linked to any notification or
email functionality, as well as the lack of
standard dependency management in Excel.
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Quick tips:
Action
 Keep separate go-live phases in
plan and archive the phase once
execution is complete
 Unique Task ID

 Have well-defined and separate
end-to-end work streams /groups
in the plan
 Add surrounding systems (also
known as ‘satellite’ system)
activities based on its purpose into
end-to-end work stream sections.
Have several dedicated
surrounding system integration“task group” leads.
 Use the add-on ‘dynamic view’
 Identify milestones and tasks on
the critical path using Smartsheet
checkbox

Goal
 This will help to limit task/row number
to 2000 for optimum performance.
 A must to quickly identify activity and
use as reference in follow-up
communication (use Smartsheet’s auto
number function)
 This will reinforce the RACI outlined in
the cutover strategy and encourage the
ownership by stream leads to “patrol”
these tasks regularly
 Easy coordination with vendors and
hassle-free updating of Smartsheet

 More granular sharing and access
 These can be easily visualized later on
dashboard or reports.
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Cutover Plan –
Communication
Management
The cutover stakeholder list should be a part of the overall project stakeholder
list from the first day.

How does the standalone Smartsheet help?
Planning phase:

These collaboration methods
significantly reduce information
loss and latency, providing
‘pinpoint’ documentation for
any specific topic during go-live
instead of a long email chain.

The SmartSheet provides stakeholder contact
management with easy mass import or export
functionality. Once the plan is shared with the
stakeholder, they can be tagged in comments and
receive automatic notifications in Smartsheet and
email, to deal with the task inquiry such as overdue
items and reminders.

Execution phase:
The project team can set up a cutover command center on Microsoft Teams, which is
linked to the central cutover plan on Smartsheet. Multiple channels and bridge calls can
be established for dedicated areas such as data migration. For task owners, it is easy
to switch and join these ‘virtual places’ during the blackout, with excellent audio and
video quality during the peak hours, and readily available information. The task owners
can browse the latest issue trackers powered by Microsoft Planner which has embedded
analysis and function for easy categorization.
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Quick tips
Actions
 Include Smartsheet as a PMO
tool for all stakeholders, monitor
access authorization and collect
communication methods from
the start of the project. Use
Smartsheet Group Management
functionality to group users by
cutover phases.
 Consider enabling full integration

 Create additional task owner
column for back-up

 The same activity carried out by
different personnel in the same
line organization but at different
locations should be created as
separate row/tasks
 Consider upgrading the team to
licensed users to enable
resource management
 Outline clear ground rules about
posting in Teams, e.g. Each
cutover data migration object
has only one post allowed and
all communications are recorded
as replies

Goals
 This will reduce admin
time/effort later on to organize
meeting invitations and grant
access to the additional
dashboard, reports, etc.

 Provides better user experience
between Microsoft Teams and
Smartsheet, such as sending
notifications to a Teams channel
and receiving reminders as
direct messages
 All critical path tasks identified
should have at least two
resources assigned as the main
owner and alternative in case
the main owner is not available.
 Enables clear ownership and
progress reporting later.

 The standard contact set up in
Smartsheet doesn’t have this
functionality for workload
balance
 Helps to keep a clear trace of
information.
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Cutover Plan –
Time and Dependency
Management
Infosys Consulting has a set of
time management columns
developed in the template to
overcome time zone
differences and enable the
hour/minute assignment.

The ‘deal-breaker’ for cutover management
during the go-live week, is that Smartsheet
provides only date column as opposed to
the hour and minute column required to
establish links between tasks. The cutover
team needs a minute-by-minute tracking of
crucial
tasks
during
a
blackout.

The improved template paves the way to further functionality
enhancements, for example, easy tracking and visualization of delay, and
measurement of its impact on the start and completion of the task.
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USE CASE
Finance closing is an important part of the blackout phase which drives many dependent
activities. For further illustration, let’s use a hypothetical HFM promotion delay affecting data
activities. Let us assume that Task2031 is a prerequisite to Task2032 and this task is inturn a prerequisite to Task2135. During the planning phase, it has been estimated that
Task2031 “Promoting MA to level 1” in HFM should take about 2 hours to complete:

During execution, the finance team reports on a bridge call that the task will take 3 hours to
complete level 1 promotion instead of the estimated 2 hours and will finish by 02:13 1/5/20.
Now the task owner can update her task accordingly:

The team can immediately see the effect of an hour’s delay on level 3 HFM promotion task
and legacy GL open item migration. Due to the delay, the start risk of the subsequent task
is moderate and completion schedule health shows an amber warning. This automatic
analysis provides task owners with real-time information to plan a reaction. Other benefits
include avoiding key information gaps if dependent task owners outside of project
organization are not included in the call with pre-requisite task owners. The business
management team can see the impact on the milestones right away.

Quick tips
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Quick tips:
Actions

Goals

 Additional contact column can be set
up, and Smartsheet workflow function
must be used

 To inform dependent task owners of
any pre-requisite completion and to
update them with real-time task status
change

 Visualizing dependency of critical path
tasks and linking them in the
Smartsheet is not always easy. The
cutover team must use alternate
solutions e.g. Visio
 Separate start/end time columns
should be set up and be used in trial
cutover and dress rehearsal
 Lock the format

 Facilitates alignment workshops across
the work stream, and then marks them
in Smartsheet and publishes both on
Teams and/or SharePoint

 Ensure no group/parent task has been
assigned with the owner, instead the
sub/child task must be assigned

 Eases the summary fields build up and
filtering later, so correct task count in
status reports and dashboard is
possible

 Keep reference column for each
integration, use the same
file/connection names from functional
spec or build tracker via a drop-down
list

 Avoids confusion, makes filtering much
easier to facilitate surrounding system
alignment meetings.

 The time recording will provide the best
estimation for the ‘real scenario’ during
go-live later
 Ensures that user entries don’t vary
and the result is automatically
calculated
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Cutover Plan –
Task monitoring and Reporting
A well-orchestrated plan executed with real-time status feedback is
important during a blackout. Traditionally, this is a time-consuming process
for the cutover PMO team and involves status gathering, report writing, and
chasing task owners via phone calls. The stats collected beforehand
become outdated by the start of a regular status call and need further
updates. This leaves room for errors.
THE INFOSYS CONSULTING
TEMPLATE
It is built on Smartsheet and
can solve the problem of
outdated stats and
cumbersome status-gathering
for the cutover lead, by
replacing PowerPoint reports
with a real-time cutover
cockpit.

How does the
cockpit help?

Smartsheet

cutover

This cockpit provides key indexes of
cutover execution visible to all stakeholders
including the top management with
minimum maintenance during different
phases.
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Business ramp down and master data migration phase:

A daily status call could be arranged to focus on value-added activities such
as reviewing the overdue list report embedded in the cockpit. Before the
meeting, Smartsheet workflow is activated to remind task owners if their
task status is still open or in progress.

Execution phase:

Additional reports such as milestone progress list and critical path task
overview will provide the cutover PMO team with the best indication of
execution status. Based on the real-time progress and warning signals,
cutover lead could have sufficient time to kick-off ad hoc discussion such
as extending the blackout window or starting the preparation to roll-back.
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Quick tips:
Actions

Goals

 Achieve a buy-in early from the
entire project team during the task
collection phase.
All stakeholders must provide
accurate information in time, then
go-live with the plan together with
cutover PMO.

 Teams will adapt to the cutover
ways of working via Smartsheet,
and willing to be the “ambassador”
of the business on behalf of project
cutover PMO.

 Use update request inquiry to link
owner reply directly to a task, the
workflow can automatically detect
task status and push update
request to task owners regularly.
Only include essential task fields in
the request.

 Quicker and efficient management
and response from the user.

 Enable ramp-down cockpit before
technical go-live execution

 All participants especially from the
business organization will have a
clear view of agreed
activities/roadmap and can be
tracked immediately once the
technical cutover is complete.

 Keep virtual workplace active 24x7
via various bridge calls from the
last day of ramp-down and
throughout the blackout phase,
during the peak hours, the cutover
PMO should track real-time
progress via cockpit efficiently
 With the cutover cockpit, milestone
checks become much easier.
Prepare and launch regular
milestone or critical task completion
announcement across Teams
channels, also list potential impact
if any delay occurs.

 Achieve all critical tasks as planned
and on time.

 Easier checks for milestone, critical
task and impacts of delay for
accurate decision making.

 Contingency and BAU tasks during
a blackout are also recommended
to be collected and added to central
plan, with clear ownership
assigned.
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CONCLUSION
The successful S/4 HANA go-live proved that a cutover
SaaS solution like Smartsheet with build-in templates
can significantly reduce project administration cost and
effort.
The solution is flexible enough to engage a large
audience within a well-aligned plan. Cutover leads
should use this solution in multiple iterations and
walkthroughs, to reduce the risk of business disruption
caused by unforeseen missing or misaligned activities.
With an end-to-end cutover process in mind and a single
source of truth, all work streams will be empowered to
work outside of their ‘silos’ and achieve go-live success.
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